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The no�on of consistency is defined on exact NN queries.
What if we consider an approximate version of this?
We propose the RSS algorithm to select such subsets.

Consider the problem of

Nearest-Neighbor Condensa�on

Preliminaries

Consider a training set
of labeled points from a metric space
, to
be used by the NN rule to classify new query points. The NN condensa�on
problem deals with replacing the training set
with a significantly smaller
subset without affec�ng the classifica�on accuracy under the NN rule.

An enemy of a point
is any point in of a different class. According to the
metric d, the nearest enemy of is denoted as
and its NE distance as
.

A parameterized algorithm for NN condensa�on

-Relaxed Selec�ve Subset
Query point

Input: ini�al training set , and value
Output: condensed training set RSS
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Drawbacks!
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The goal of NN condensa�on is to find a subset of P s.t.
under the NN rule, every point in P is correctly classified.
Such condensed set is called a consistent subset of P.

RSS algorithm computes a consistent subset of P
worst-case �me, and it is order independent.

Order independence means the resul�ng subset is not determined
by the order in which points are considered by the algorithm.
Every point in P is correctly classified by -ANN queries on RSS
0-RSS equals RSS and ∞-RSS equals P.

Training Set P

0-RSS

0.1-RSS

0.5-RSS
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106 points

233 points

300 points

540 points
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Results · Guarantees on the...

Classifica�on Accuracy of
The chroma�c density
of a
query point
is defined as

Where

is the NN distance of .

Results · Upper-bounds for...

RSS
Theorem
Consider two parameters
both upper bounded by some constant,
and set
. Now, if a
query point
has
then
.

The size of

RSS

Let
be the spread of P (i.e., the ra�o between the largest and smallest pairwise
distances in P) and
the number of NE points in P.

Theorem
Consider

to be a doubling space with doubling dimension
RSS

Theorem

The subset of P selected by
-RSS is a weak -coreset for the chroma�c
nearest-neighbor of P on query points
where
.

Theorem
Consider

to be the Euclidean space, s.t.
RSS

Sufficient condi�ons for correct classifica�on
RSS .
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